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Let R=k[x,, . . . . xd] be a polynomial ring in d variables with d at least 
2 over a field k and let A4 be a finite length R module. Buchsbaum and 
Eisenbud [B.E.] conjecture that the ith betti number, pi, should be at least 
(f). In their work on linkage Huneke and Ulrich [H.U.] prove this if 
M= R/I, where I is a licci ideal, by observing on pages 317-318 that after 
deforming and localizing they can assume that Z is a complete intersection. 
This paper extends this remark to ideals generated by monomials. The 
technique works because deformation preserves the betti numbers exactly 
while localization can only make them go down. In this paper we consider 
a sequence of localizations and deformations until we arrive at a module 
whose betti numbers we can compute. In [C] one of us showed that if R = 
kCx I, ..., xd] and Z was an ideal generated by monomials in the xi such that 
/(R/Z) < co and Z is not an R sequence then the pi satisfy the stronger 
inequality that pi 2 (f) + (II::). In this paper we give a deformation 
theoretic proof of this by showing [Theorem l] that if Z is a finite colength 
ideal generated by monomials and is not a complete intersection then after 
a sequence of deformations and localizations we arrive at a new monomial 
ideal generated by d + 1 elements consisting of powers of each of the xi and 
one other monomial, m. The betti numbers of this almost complete inter- 
section are completely determined by how many different xi occur to 
nonzero powers in m [Theorem 21. In particular if m uses only two of 
the xi then fij = (4) + ( :I:). In case more of the xi are included in m 
the betti numbers are even bigger. We remark that the bounds given are 
independent of the characteristic of k even though there are examples 
of ideals generated by monomials whose betti numbers depend on the 
characteristic of k. We adopt the convention that (f) is 0 if k > d or k < 0. 
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This convention ensures that the basic recurrence relation on binomial 
coefficients, (f) + (i! I ) = (“t ’ ), is true for (i) for all k and for all d > 0. 
We follow [H.U.] and [H] in defining deformations. If M is an R 
module and 4 is an 9 module, we say that & is a deformation of A4 if 
there is an B-sequence (a,, . . . . a,,) on both 94? and A so that %!/(a,, . . . . a,) 
isomorphic to R and &/(a,, . . . . a,,)& is isomorphic to M. This has as an 
immediate conclusion that if one has a projective resolution of JJ! over 9 
then tensoring it with R gives a projective resolution of M over R. In our 
case, R will be as above and 9 will be R[T] thought of as a polynomial 
ring over k in the variables (xi, . . . . xd, x, + T). M and J# will be their 
respective rings modulo monomials in the indeterminants and the 
B-sequence will be just T. Although these rings are not local rings as in the 
cited treatments of deformation, since they are graded modules their 
behaviour is determined by their behaviour after localization at the ideal 
generated by the indeterminants. 
Next we need a description of the Taylor resolution. This first appeared 
in her Chicago Ph.D. thesis. For a published.version of it with proofs of the 
theorems, one can see [F]. We give the definitions of the maps found in 
[Av]. Let R be as above and let E denote exterior algebra of a rank m free 
module. The standard basis elements of E are written ei, ,. c, where 
1 < i, < ... <i, < m. Then if M,, . . . . M, are monomials in the xi, E 
becomes a free resolution of R mod the ideal generated by the Mi using the 
differential 
de,, i,, = i (- l)‘- i 
,=l 
where M, ._. ip denotes the least common multiple of the monomials 
Mi, > ...T Mip. We note that this resolution may be quite far from a minimal 
one. 
Since R/Z has finite length and is generated by monomials, Z is minimally 
generated by monomials including powers of xi for each i. We let xBck3 
denote x~[kl[lI . . . x;ck3cd1. Thus for a suitable choice of hi and a[j] 
we have that Z= (x:‘, . . . . xy, xaCd+il, . . . . xBCnl). We show that there is 
a sequence of deformations and localizations to a new ring 9 = 
Jf-[Xl, . . . . x,], where X is a field containing k, and a new ideal X 
generated by pure powers of the x, and x aCd+lj. This means that one can 
pick any of the nonpure powers to survive in the almost complete intersec- 
tion. The method of proof allows for many choices of intermediate defor- 
mations. One could obtain additional information about the original ideal 
by utilizing these intermediate ideals. We aim for the almost complete 
intersection case because in Theorem 2 we identify the betti numbers of an 
arbitrary almost complete intersection explicitly in terms of how many 
different xi occur in the one nonpure power monomial. 
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THEOREM 1. Let R=k[x,, . . . . x~] with k a field and let Z= (xf’, . . . . xy, 
xaCd+ 11 
7 . . . . xaCnl) with n > d+ 1 be a minimal generating set. Then there 
is a sequence of deformations and localizations to an ideal 9 in B = 
xcx, 3 . ..1 x,], where X is a field and 9 is minimally generated by 
yC~+llCII+1 n[d+ll[dl+I 
I 9 ..‘, xd , and xBCd+ ‘I. 
Proof: We procede by induction on the sum of the bi noting that if 
C bj = d then Z= (x,, . . . . xd) so that Z must be a complete intersection. Thus 
the theorem is trivially true in that case. If all the bi= a[d+ l][i] + 1, we 
are done. This is because bi> a[k][i] + 1 for all i. Otherwise xaCkl would 
not be a minimal generator since it would be a multiple of x?. Thus for 
there to be an additional nonpure power monomial in Z it must divide 
xaCd+ ‘I since its powers of xi must be less than or equal to those of xBCd+ ‘I 
for each i and must be strictly less for at least one i. This contradicts the 
assumption that xBcd+ ” is a minimal generator. Thus after reordering the 
x, if necessary we may assume that 6, > a[d + 1 ] [ 1 ] + 1. 
We claim that R[ T]/Z[ T], where Z[ T] = (x;’ + xf’- ‘T, x2, . . . . x5;“, 
xaCd+ 11 
5 . . . . xacnl) is a deformation of R/Z. T is clearly a nonzero divisor on 
R[T]. To check that it is a nonzero divisor on R[T]/Z[T] we only need 
to check that TorrCT1(R, R[ T]/Z[ T]) = 0. To do this it is enough to check 
that a resolution of R[T]/Z[T] tensored with R gives a resolution of R/Z. 
We note that Z[ T] is generated by monomials in the variables xi, . . . . xd, 
x, + T. We use the Taylor resolutions given above. We only need to check 
the various least commmon multiples on the monomials used in the Taylor 
resolution of R[ T]/Z[ T] are the same mod T as those in the Taylor resolu- 
tion of R/Z. But xfl + TX:’ ~ i is divisible by x:~~’ which is the highest 
power of x, needed for any least common multiple of the generator 
xy+xy T with any subset of the remaining generators. Hence 
R[T]/Z[T] is a deformation of R/Z. 
Next we localize at the nonzero elements of k[x, + T]. This gives the 
field K and 9 = K[x,, . . . . xd]. The localization of Z[T] = 3 contains 
xt’ ~ ’ = (xi1 + TX;’ - ’ )/(x1 + T) and is generated by it and the other 
monomials from I. One finds a minimal set of generators for this ideal by 
removing those monomials of Z that had a[j][ l] = b, - 1. In particular 
xBCd+ ‘1 survives as a minimal generator while we have reduced the C bi 
by 1. We replace R with 93 and Z with 9 and finish by induction. i 
The following example might clarify the process. Let Z= 
(x4, y4, x3y, x2y2, xy’). We deform to (x4, y4 + T, y3, x3y, x2y2, xy3); 
then we localize to (x4, y3, x3y, xzy2, xy’) and pass to the minimal set 
of generators (x4, y3, x3y, x’y*). In the next step we deform to 
(x4, y3 + T, y*, x3y, x2y2), localize to (x4, y2, x3y, x’y’), and reduce to 
(x4, y2, x3y). The proof above generalizes this procedure to several 
variables. It is clear that by selecting which pure power to reduce we can 
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arrive at an almost complete intersection with any of the original nonpure 
powers remaining. 
It is clear that one can weaken the restriction on I just requiring that I 
be of finite colength and generated by monomials in some maximal R 
sequence. However, such a resolution would simply be induced from the 
corresponding monomials in the variables. Thus the extra generality does 
not appreciably increase the number of examples. 
Now we consider the case of an almost complete intersection. We let 
I= (x:1, . . . . x5;“, x’;‘, . ..) x7) and let S=k[x,, . . . . xd]. 
We are now ready to state the theorem: 
THEOREM 2. Let R=k[xl,..., xd] and M = R/I, where I is minimally 
generated by d + 1 monomials of the form xt’, . . . . x2, x’;‘, . . . . x2 with b, > 1 
and 0 < ai < bj with at least two a, > 0. Suppose that 1 is the number nonzero 
a,‘s. Then 
Proof: We procede by induction on d, the dimension. The case of d = 1 
is trivially true. Hence we can assume that the theorem is true for all such 
ideals of S. If 1~ d then we can assume (by recordering if necessary) that 
ad = 0. This means that x5;” is a nonzero divisor mod the ideal J generated 
by x;‘, . . . . x?:;, x;l, . . . . x’;“. Thus the resolution of R/I is the tensor product 
of the resolution of R/J with the resolution of R/(x?). But the resolution 
of R/J is simply the resolution over S of S/(Jn S) tensored with R. Jn S 
is an almost complete intersection generated by the same generators as J. 
By induction its betti numbers are correct. Furthermore, we see from the 
tensor product of complexes that pf(R/Z) = bf(R/J) + /If- ,(R/J). The basic 
recurrence relation on binomial coefficients shows that the theorem being 
true for S implies that it is true for R/Z as an R module. 
It remains for us to discuss the case of 1= d. We begin with the Taylor 
resolution of M. It is not minimal but it nearly is. The only way that a 
Taylor resolution can fail to be minimal is if there is a subset of k + 1 of 
the generating monomials such that the least common multiple of the first 
k is the same as the least common multiple of all of them. Since our 
generators consist of d pure powers of distinct xi and one other element 
which has all of the xi occurring to a positive power, this can only happen 
when we take all of the generators and see that the least common multiple 
of the pure powers is the least common multiple of all of the generators. 
Thus, the Taylor resolution is minimal except that the d + 1st part [which 
is just one copy of R] splits out of the dth part. Thus, /If(M) = (“T ‘) 
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for all i except p:(M) = (“2 ‘) - 1 = d Finally, the identity on binomial 
coefficients, 
(“;‘)=(;)+(;J+(;!;)+ . . . +(d;i), 
finishes the proof. 1 
COROLLARY 1. Let R=k[x,, . . . . xd] be a polynomial ring over the field 
k. Let I be an ideal generated by monomials in the xi so that R/I has finite 
length. Let I be the largest integer so that one of the monomial minimal 
generators of I has 1 different xi to positive powers. Then the betti numbers 
of R/I satisfy 
Bi (R/I) 3 (:‘>+(:I:)+ ... +(fr(:I::) Vi30. 
Proof Immediate from Theorems 1 and 2. 1 
COROLLARY 2. Let R = k[x,, . . . . x,] be a polynomial ring over the field 
k. Let I be an ideal generated by monomials in the xi so that R/I has finite 
length. Then we can find an almost complete intersection J inside I such that 
for every i: /3:( R/J) d flp( R/I). 
Proof: If we let J be the ideal generated by the pure powers plus a mini- 
mal generator that uses 1 of the xi, then Theorem 2 gives the betti numbers 
of R/J. On the other hand the process of Theorem 1 allows us to find a 
sequence of deformations and localizations to an ideal, f, generated by 
(lower) pure powers and the same other generator with the betti numbers 
of R/y being less than those of R/Z. Theorem 2 shows that P,(R/J) = 
/?,(R/($)) for all i. m 
Note that Corollary 2 does not hold in the nonmonomial case. For 
example, if I is a height 3, 5 generated Gorenstein ideal then the betti 
numbers of R/Z are (1, 5, 5, 1) while the lowest possible betti numbers for 
an almost complete intersection are (2, 5,4, 1). This is because Kunz [K] 
has shown that an almost complete intersection cannot be Gorenstein. 
Thus the betti numbers (1, 4, 4, 1) are not possible for a height 3 ideal. 
In CC] one of us showed that a finite colength ideal, Z, generated by 
monomials is Gorenstein if and only if it is generated by powers of the 
indeterminants. We recall that in this case the type (or Cohen-Macaulay 
type) of R/Z is its highest betti number. Gorenstein is type 1. Since every 
ideal generated by monomials can be deformed to an almost complete 
intersection whose type can only go down, we get the following result as 
a special case of Corollary 1: 
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COROLLARY 3. Let R = k[x,, . . . . xd] be a polynomial ring over the field 
k. Let I be an ideal generated by monomials in the xi so that R/I has finite 
length. Let 1 be the largest integer so that one of the monomial minimal 
generators of I has 1 different xi to positive powers. Then the type of R/I is 
at least 1. 
We remark that these results do not depend on the characteristic of the 
field k. If one takes the Stanley-Reisner ring of projective space, then it is 
well known that the projective resolution contains an extra term in charac- 
teristic 2. This ring is not finite length but one can easily obtain a finite 
length example by factoring out by sufficiently high powers of the indeter- 
minants. It is clear if the degrees of those powers are bigger than the degree 
of the extra terms, the resolutions will still differ in characteristic 2. A few 
moments experimentation using the computer program Macaulay actually 
showed that degree 2 was sufficient. The resulting ideal, I, is equal to (abe, 
abf, acf, acd, ade, ade, bed, bdf, def, cef, a*, b*, c*, d*, e2, f’) whose betti 
numbers in characteristic not 2 are ( 10, 45, 8 1, 91, 60, 16, 1) while in 
characteristic 2 the betti numbers are (10, 45, 82, 92, 60, 16, 1). The latter 
gains an extra term of degree 6 in the third and fourth free modules of the 
resolution. Using the procedure of Theorem 1 we can find a sequence of 
deformations and localizations of the ideal to (a*, b*, c, d, e2, f, abe) whose 
resolution in all characteristics has betti numbers (3, 15, 31, 34, 21, 7, 1) as 
predicted by Theorem 2. 
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